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ABSTRACT 

During the study of water inrushes from karstified aquifers into coal mines in 
Slovenia (NW Yugo,slavia) we realised, that for the determination of a safe 
thickness of the protection layer porewater pressure and seepage forces within 
the protection layer must be taken Into account. The stability of the protection 
layer can be enhanced with an appropriate drainage of the protection layer. 

INTRODUCTION 

The bas\!'rnent of the Tertiary coal basins of Slovenia IS m many places a higly 
permeable Triassic dolomite (Zagorje, Trbovlje, Hrastnik, Velenje and others), in 
others a karstlfied Cretaceous limestone (Kanizarica). Between the coal seams 
and these aquifers there is a clayey or marly sediment of variable (0-l 00 m)and 
often Insufficient thickness to protect the mine workings from water inrushes 
from the carbonate aquifers. In small mines (Kanizarica) only a passive protecti
on with a 'protection layer of sufficient thickness is feasible. As there are consi
derable coal reserves within this protection layer its thicknes must be carefully 
determined. 

In some of the Slovenlan coal basins the basement exhiblts a very pronounced 
paleorelief. Above old depressions the coal seams are high above the permeable 
basement, in other places they overlap the basal Tertiary sediment and are in 
direct contact with the karstlfied limestone or dolomite. In these places water 
Inrushes not only from the bottom, but also from a lateral direction are po-
sible. • 

For the determination of the safe thickness of a protection layer, we have to 
know the possible processes of its failure. But these processes are not allways 
well known, as there are only few detailed accountsof heavy inrushes. Usually 
one of the two following processes is assumed: 

- The Inrush is the consequence of a sudden total failure of the whole block of 
the protection layer between the mine workings and the aquifer. 

- The inrush is due to some piping processes on the walls or bottom of the mi
ne workings. 
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On the following pages we consider some factors influencing water inrush risks 
for simple models of mine workings in the vicinity of aquifers with very high 
permeabilities. For the aquifer we adopted two extreme models: 

- A rock with a perfectly homogeneous permea!Dlllty~ . In nature it is approxi
mated quite well by a fractured dolomite. 

- A channel in a permeable, fractured zone in an otherwise nearly impermeable 
rock. This model suits a karstified limestone. 

The protection layer, i.e. the rocks between the mine working and the aquifer, 
must never be considered as impermeable, but exhibits allways some intergranu
lar porosity or is partly fractured. It must therefore be considered as semiper
meable. 

THE ROLE OF POREW A TER PRESSURE ON THE SHEARING 
RESISTANCE OF THt:: PROTECTION LAYER 

If the rock masses of the protection layer are not subject to prpmg proceses 
their stability can approximately be evaluated by determinig the shearing stren
gth of the block between the mine workings and the aquifer. The rocks of the 
protection layer exhibit a!lways some porosity and therefore the shearing resis
tence depends on the effective normal stress 

() =CJ-p 
The shearing strength which we must take into account is therefore 

'tc =G-' tgf + c = (CJ- p). tg'f + c 

as it is common practice in stability analyses of slopes on the surface. 
The meaning of symbols in the equations is:G'" total normal stress (Nfn2), G--' eff
ective normal stress (N'm' ), 't"c shearing strength (N/m' ), F angle of inter.-
r.al friction, c cohesion (N/m'), p porosity. 

Suppose a mine workings in a horizontal or gently dipping part of the coal seam 
which ends abruptly against an aquifer. The stability of the protection layer can 
be approximately evaluted by supposing a sliding of the whole block between the 
aquifer and the mine workings along two horizontal sliding surfaces, one at the 
top, the nther at the bottom of the mine workings. A change of the porewater 
presure along the potencial sliding planes will be accompanied by an opposite 
change of the effective stress. 

In cases of a horizontal or gently inclined seam and an aquifer below and para
llel to it, the potential sliding surfaces are more or less vertical (fig I). The ef 
feet of a reduction of the porewater pressure on the shearing resistance along 
the two vertical sliding surfaces in not so obvious. It depends on Poissoris ratio 
of the rock and on the horizontal component of the hydraulic gradient. We shall 
suppose that with an adequate system of drainage holes the porewater pressure 
in the protGctior, layer below the mine workings is locally reduced for the short 
lifetime of the mine workings from its original value H to the value h. We also 
suppose that outside the block the porewater pressure retains in a relatively 
short distance its original value H. The hydraulic gradient (i) will be more or 
less horizontal. On every unit volume of the rock it will exert a seepage force 

dF = - i . Ow 
The seepage force on c; sedi;T'6ltal column of unit section between a point A out
side the jrained block and a point 8 inside the block equals 
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B B 
-~tw i . dl = {rw . dh 

F = Q w (H-h) = Ap 

In this case the reduction of the perewater pressure A p will therefore also ca
use an adequate increase of the effective stresses. in reality the flownet in the 
drained block will not be very regular and the mentioned effect of the drainage 
is only a rough approximation of the real effect. 

Mine workings are usually of great length. Therefore, we can neglect the tnre
edimensional stress field at the ends and consider the equilibrium condition for 
the planar stress field in the middle part of the mine workings for a slice of 
unit thickness. The forces are therefore in N/m. 

We have to take into account also the weight W of the column of the protecti
on layer between the mine workings and tr1e aquifer.In cases oi limit equilibrium 
the summ of the shearing resistance at the two sliding surfaces 2T and the we
ight W equals the bouyancy U 

W + 2T - U = 0 ( 1 ) 

Knowing the piezometric head of the aquifer and the density of the protection 
layer, the weight of the rocks W and u-,e buoyancy U can be determined quite 
accurately. To determine the shearing resistance of the sliding planes we have 
to know the tutal horizonWl principal stress ()h wr1ich is usually only a fraction 
o<: of the total vertical principal stress G" . 1 he traction ex. was determined ir1 so
me Slovenian coal basins by pressiomete~s. The results were o,6c- :!":: r.: ~o, 75() v vn v 

In the following equations we will adopt the bottom of the protection layer as a 
zero level, and apply the following notation 

p 
H 
h 
I o 

elevation of the ground level (m) 
piezometric head ot the aquifer (m) 
level of the mine workings (m) 
level of any p:Jint along the sliding surfaces (m) 
width of the mine workings (m) 
weight of the column of the protection layer ( N/m) 
buoyancy of the protection layer ( N/m) 

a 
w 
u 
T 

"fw 
shearing resistance along one potential sliding plane (N/m) 
unit weight of water (N/m') 

~ 
«"h v 
ex 

~ 
p 

unit weight of rock ( N/m' ) 
vertical principal stress (N/m') 
horizontal principal stress ( N/m' ) 
effective stress (N/m') 
horizontal to vertical stress ratio 
angle of friction 
cohesion (i'l/m') 
porewater pressure (N/m') 

With these notations we have 

W = a . h 
U =a.~ 

0 

The shearing strength equals 

\: = c-- tg r + c 
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The horizontal principal stress at the level I above the aquifer is 

c;-h = ()( Or (P - I) ( 5 ) 

The porewater pressure at this point depends on the permeability distribution 
within the protection 'layer. 

~n the follwing we shall evaluate the effect of drainage by analysing the stabili
·ty of the- protection layer for three different por~water pressure distributions. 

-----~-----

/ 
/ 

' ' 

Protection 
layer 

Aquihr 

H 

I. I p = 'Ow I H - I I 

Fig. I. Model for the evaluation of the stability of protection 
layers against bottom aquifers. 

I. The most unfavorable case is a completely impermeable layer immediately und
erlying the mine workings. The porewater pressure will correspond to the 
piezometric level H. At an elevation l above the aquifer the pressure is 

p = r w (H - I) 

2. The porewater pressure decreases linearly from the aquifer, 

P 1 =0 = H • '( w to pl=h = 0 at the mine workings 

( 6.1 ) 

0 l 
P = d w H (I - h ) ( 6. 2 ) 

3. The protection layer below the 9nine workings is drained. The porewater pre
ssure corresponds to the depth below the mine workings by the following re
lation 

p = r (h _ , ) 
w 0 

( 6.3 ) 

Using (5) 'lnd (6.1 ), respectively (6.2), or (6.3) in (4) and integrating from 0 to 
h we get th-ree different values of the shearing resistance T. Applying these 
v~ues in the equilibrium equation (l) we have three equations for the minimum 
thickness h for the three assumed casses. 

0 

All of them have the following form 

Ah' + Bh + C = 0 
0 0 

( 7.1 ) 
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The meaning of the parameters A, 8 and C is as fall ws 

A 8 
case (Qw-d.{r) tg i a r r + 2{(011l-(wH)tgr +c} 

()l. "{r tg f - [ a 0 r +(2a rr- {wH)tgf+2c} 

(3 1 wtg 'f -+d../r)tg (2rxTr Ptg r + art -2c) 

case 2 

case 3 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

Multiplying with the safety factor we obtain the safe thickness of the prctecti
on layer above bottom aquifers in rocks not subject to piping for the three men
tioned pressure distributions. 

The calculation for a mine at a depth P = 270 m, tg '{> = I, c = 0 shows a re
duction of the safe thickness of the protection layer hom case I to case 2 of 
nearly 50 "/o, and from case I to case 3 of nearLY 75 %. 

PIPING PROCESSES AND HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS 

In rocks subject to piping processes water inrushes can occur at relJtively great 
distances from aquifers.Experiences in Hungarian coal mines show that in these 
cases there is a strong dependance between the frequency and yield of inrushes 
on one side and the thickness of the protection layer on the other side (Kesseru, 
1992, 95). The most used criterion to express the danger of an inrush is the me
an gradient between the aquifer and the mine workings 

1 = (H - h ) /L ( 8 ) 
0 

which should not exceed a critical value. Instead of the mean gradient its reci
procal value, the specific thickness of the protection layer, y = vr (expressed 
usually in m/bar) is generally used. Based on experiences in Hungarian coal mi
nes, a gradient r = 5 to 6,6 (or specific thickness y = I ,5 to 2 m/bar) is consi
dered safe enough for the geologic conditions in Hungarian and also in Sloven ian coal 
mines. 

The critical region for inrushes accompanied by piping processes is the wall of mine 
workings. Only here there is room for the beginning oft he process. The gradients in 
the protection laYer depend In a high degree on inhomogeneities of the protection 
layer and can therefore be predicted only in simple cases. To examine the ade
quacy of the criterion of the critical tnean hydraulic gradient let us consider the 
gradient in a perfectly homogenous and isotropic, semipermeable protection layer 
for a steady-stal:e flow. If its permeability is much lower than the permeability 
of the aquifer the hydraulic gradients can be evaluated using the image method. 
Consider the hydraulic gradient on the perpendicular from the mine workings with 
a circular cross section to the aquifer. At a distance r from the centre of the 
mine workings the gradient is: 

i =--...:1.-- +----.L----- q 

2?rk.r 2.,.. k (2L - r) 2o/k . r . (l-r/2L) 

Here Is 
q yield of the Inrush (m' /s) 
k permeability of the protection layer (m/s) 
r distance from the centre of the mine workings (m) 
L distance of the mine workings from the aquifer (m) 

Introducing the value 
aquifer 

of Dupuit's formula for 
H- h 

0 
q = 2 'Tr k lr) (2L/r o) 
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and inserting for r = r (the radiusof the mine workings) we have the gradient 
at the wall of the min~ workings 

H - h0 
--~--~ ---~----

In ~ • r
0 

• ( f _ ro 
ro 2L 

Substituting [ L for (H-h ) we obtain 
0 

i
0 

= f . L . 

In r 
0 

r 
(I - 2~ ) 

( 9 ) 

The average hydraulic gradient (8) decreases inversely to the distance of the 
aquifer L. The critical qradient on the wall of mine working (9) decreases much 
slower. The determination of the safe thickness of the protection layer at deep
er levels as being proportional to the head difference (H-h ) can therefore lead 
to an underestimation of the true critical gradient. 0 

In an inhomogeneous protection layer critical hydraulic gradients at the walls of 
mine workings can qe smaller or higher than the gradients in homogeneous rocks. 
If the least permeable part of the protection layer lies immediately below the 
mine workings, the gradients can be very high. If the workings are separated 
from the impermeable layer by a permeable rock, the critical gradients are sma
ler than in a homogeneous rock. 

The hydraulic gradients in the vicinity of deep underground openings can be very 
high and of the order of several tens or even hundreds. The seepage force m a 
unit volume of rock F = -~ • i can be high enough to cause a failure due to 
piping processes not only i 'f'oose soils but also in soft or fractured rocks. The 
relative low number of failures of mine workings attributable to high hydraulic 
gradients must be explained by an increased permeability and an adequate reduc
tion of the hydraulic gradient at the walls of mine workings as a consequence 
of an increased fracturing of the walls during excavation. 

The seepage force on a column of rock between the bottom of the mine work
ings (width a, level h ) and any deeper level h can be written (supposing the 
hydraulic gradient ap8roximately parall11 to the column): 

F = - /
0 

Y i . a • dl 
h 0 w 

A failure occurs when this integral exceedes the shearing resistance and the we
ight of the same column: 

h h 
2T + W = f 0 

(21.. + r . a) dl 4. - r0 y . i . a . d! 
h c r Jh 0 w 

As the hydraulicgradients.are asuallv the highest at the mine workings, this con
dition is often fulfilled for a relatively thin upper part of the protection layer. 
The failure will therefore begin at the bottom of the walls of the mine work
ings and will proceed in the direction of the hydraulic gradient (geologists would 
call it retrograde erosion). This process could be prevented by drainage boreho
les reducing in advance the porewater pressure and the hydraulic gradients in the 
vicinity of mine workings. 

HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS DURING UNSTEADY STATE 

The analysis in the previous paragraphs considered steady state hydraulic gradi
ents. However, most water inrushes occur while minew:>lidrgs are advancing and 
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steady state flow does not yet exist. An analysis of unsteady state hydraulic gra
dients is therefore appropriate in order to see what differences exist between 
the steady and the unsteady state gradients distribution around mine workings. 

Such an analysis was made for a series of different possible flow ge0metries, of 
which two extreme cases are presented in this paragraph. 

I. Unsteadystate hydraulic gradients distribution around mine workings in a ho ... 
mogeneous, isotropic medfum (fig. 2) 

Figure 2. - Radial flow pattern to the mine opening 

For such a case the hydraulic gradients distribution as a function of the distan
ce from the mine workings x = R-r can be developed on the basis of the 
Jacob-Lohman (Kruseman, De Ridder~ 1973) unsteadystate constant drawdown 
formula. The mean hydraulic gradient between the mine opening of radius r 

0 
and 

a point P at a distance )( (or of radius R) from the mine opening is: 

1 (R-r ) 
0 

lg (R/r0 ) 

lg (Rmax/r0 ) 
( 12) 

where: 
l mean hydraulic gradient 
s

0 
drawdown - head difference between static 
water level and mine workings level (m) 

r radius of the mine opening (m) 
Ff radius to the point P (m) 
R radius of influence of the seepaqe process at time t (m) 
Dmax hydraulic diffusivity of the surrounding rock (m2 /s) 
t time since the seepage process started (s) 

The figure below represents some results of calculations in which the above 
equation was applied. 

The differential hydraulic gradient di at a point P is expressed by basically 
the same type of formula, with dR ~ing the distance differential at point P: 

lg (1+~)2 

1 (2,25 Dt) 
g rz 

0 

(I 3) 

If the critical hydraulic gradient at the mine opening is considered as a function 
of the radius of influence of the waterinflow area R:nax = 2,25 Dt, then the 
above formula reads: s 

d . o lg (l+dR/r0 ) 
1MO "' -~ • """7"''-r:::---~.-

lg (Rmax/ro) 
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Assuming a protection layer of a relatively low permeability and of thickness 
L = Pl.ma/2, protecting the mine openings froman aquifer of higher permeability, 
one can see that the critical gradient changes only as a function of lg (L/2r ). 
That Is the classical steady state solution. 0 

'II So 
( m-1) 

1.1 

1.0 

o.g 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

o.s 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

0 

ro: l.Sm Rm:3.0m 

ro :l.Sm Rm:S.Om 
explanation : 

ro = 1.5m 

ro = 3.0m 

Rm:10.0m 

Rm = 7 ro 

-------·---
s 7 9 10 11 

Figure 3.- Mean hydraulic gradient versus distance from 
the mine opening 

12 13 xI ro 

2. Unsteadystate hydraulic gradients distribution around mine workings overlaying 
a karstic channel in a faulted zone. 

Figure 4 represents the situation. A protection layer is fracturated by a faulted 
zone and becomes much more permeable within this zone. A karstic channel 
exists in the aquifer below the contact of the karstic aquifer with the protec
tion layer. Aquiferts permeability outside the karstic channel can be neglected 
as well as the permeability of the protection layer cu5lde the faulted zone. This 
sd"leme represents an approximation of the situation existing on several locations 
in Slovenia, Yugoslavia. 

After Schneebeli ( 1966) the drawdown at a point P within the faulted zone is 
related to the maximum drawdown at the mine opening s , distance x from the 
mine opening, fault zone thickness a, fault zone hydrauiic0 diffusivity 0 and time 
t since the seepage process started as follows: 

s <:;,- s I I - X I ( 15) 
P o ""''f bt 
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2 •• 

Figure 4. - Mine opening in a faulted zone 
overlaying a karstic channel 

The above approximation is excelent for small valaes of u = X/2Yf0f' ~0,1 and 
for X J$ a/2. The resulting mean gradient between mine opening and a point P 
is therefore: 

1 = - 'Y7fut' (16) 

The mean gradient can be related to the distance to the karstic channel if we 
consider that th~L91.aance to which the seepage process has advanced is time 
related as X = i r Dt: Therefore, the mean unsteady hydraulic gradient in the 
direction of the karstic channel depend on the thickness ·L = X of the protec
tion layer as follows: s 

.. 0 
1=- -L- (17) 

It can be further shown that the critical gradient at the mine opening differs 
from the mean hydraulic gradient only by a factor 2 a/P( r , where r0 is the ra
dius of the mine opening and IX an angle such that sin~ & /2) = 2 r /b, with 
b being the floor width of the0 mine opening. The critical h~draulic gr~dient 

_therefore reads: 

L 
(18) 

As a conclusion, we can state that in a faulted zone over a karstic channel, 
the me.3n hydraulic gradient and the critical hydraulic gradient are inversely 
proportional to the thickness of the protection layer. Again, this equals the 
steady state solution. 

Since the seepage force is proportional to the hydraulic gradient, the push 
exerted by the critical seepage force towards the mine opening in the case of 
a faulted protection layer <:~verlaying a karstic channel will be inversely propor
tional to the thickness of this layer. As the faulted zone can be considered to 
be the mechanicalJy weak and therefore critical zone of the protection layer, 
this conforms with the statistically proved conclusions of the hungarian authors 
(Schmieder, 1982), that the probability of the inrush occurence is inversely pro
portional to the thickness of the protection layer. Outside a faulted zone, howe
ver, the effect of the thickness of the protection layer tends to follow the in
verse of it's logarithm value. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It is obvious that the hydraulic gradients distribution within the protection layer 
depends on the nature of it's constituents and the degree of their fracturing. 
The local structure of the protection layer must therefore be carefully examined 
whenever the mineworkings are approaching high water pressure aquifers and no 
active water control is feasible; this is a prescription in United Kingdom, for in
stance (Davies, 1982). Special care has to be given to the exact positioning of 
the relatively impervious layers within the protection layer, since they predomi
nantly influence the hydraulic gradient distribution around mineworkings. 

As discussed already by previous authors (Kesseru, 1982, 3c!imieder, 1982), the 
rocks within the p~otection layer exhibit two basically different behaviours -
they are either subject either not subject to the piping process. The minewor
kings protection strategy must consider this fact as well. 

In the case of a protection layer with it's rocks subject to piptng, we must fo
cus ourselves on the determination of critical gradients starting the piping pro
cess. When the passive waterinrush control is applied, these critical gradients 
must not be exceeded. If all of the protection layer consists of rocks subject to 
piping; no active control within this layer is possible and the porewater pressure 
reduction has to be achieved in the aquifer itself. 

In the case of a protection layer with it' s rocks not subject to piping process, 
the stability of this layer under the influence of seepage forces must be exami
ned. Again, this stability analysis should take into account the porewater pressu
re distribution within the protection layer as resulting from the relative hydroge
ologic function of it's constituents. The stability analysis must be made by inte
grating the partial effects layer by layer, according to their respective shearing 
resistance and cohesion. Special care has to be given to the faulted zones, espe
cially where a karstic channel may be expected within the aquifer. We have se
en that this is the critical area as well as to the hydraulic gradients distributi
on pattern, as to the shearing resistance of the rocks. To our opinion, <Qnly the 
residual shearing resistance and no cohesion should be applied in highly fractu
red zones. This may be considered to be the maximum and perhaps a rather ex
agerated safety condttion. In reality, at least some shearing takes place anew 
and not only the sliding along the preexisting fractures occurs. Under the passi
ve waterinrush control as well as under the active waterinrush control the stabi
lity criterion must be fulfilled. When an active waterinrush control policy is ap
plied, it may be useful to reduce the necessary water pumping rate by means of 
the protection layer's own hydraulic resistance. This assumes that the dewater
ing boreholes are screened within this this layer. When the active control is ap-
plied to the small coal basins overlaying karstic aquifers of v:i.rtually unlimi-
ted hydraulic conductivity, this may be the only economically feasible approach. 
Howf?'ver,in such a case the protection layer's stability analysis has to be elabo
rated for different positions of the screened sections in order to find their opti
mum position. 

The last remark is even more important when the protection layer consists of 
both the rocks subject to piping and those without such a property. In this case 
not only the protection layer's stability, but the critical hydraulic gradients di
stribution relative to piping must be considered prior to the decision whether the 
active waterinrush control within the protection layer can be applied. 
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